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About This Game

The first chapter in the VR Superhero platformer series I Hate Heroes! Play as a Rocket Man, a superhero trapped in the hell-
prison of the greatest supervillain the world has ever known. Use your rocket thruster hands to zoom on the ground, grab

massive air, avoid death, and collect keys to escape.

I Hate Heroes Collection

This game is not the only one of its kind! Well, for now it is, but more are on the way very soon! Each game in the I Hate Heroes
collection features new, unique locomotion, inspired by superheroes. They are designed to be completed in 1-2 hours, with

challenging obstacles that provide immense satisfaction when completed. We chose this format so that we can share with you
many locomotion experiences quickly. Each title is designed as a standalone experience, so you don’t need to play them in order.

VR Superhero Locomotion

As Rocket Man, you will be able to live out your flying fantasies in VR! In each hand you will hold a thruster capable of
propelling off the ground. Use them to avoid obstacles and complete the courses by skating along platforms, climbing up walls,

and making daring jumps.

6 Challenging Courses
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Despite being trapped by the greatest villain of all time, you won’t be stuck in boring or uninspired levels for hours on end.
Instead, only six challenging levels stand between you and true freedom. Each level has a unique theme to test your superhero

abilities. Take your best shot at collecting all the keys to escape the super prison. Revisit old levels to master the mechanics and
achieve new best times!

Technology

This game was developed for the Vive and Oculus headsets. We have not tested the game on other SteamVR supported devices
and cannot make guarantees on functionality. Motion controllers (e.g. Vive controllers or Oculus Touch) are required.

Background

The I Hate Heroes Collection is developed by VRemedy Labs, a game studio based at MIT that loves VR and making games.
Over the past two years, we have been experimenting with various locomotion methods and game formats. We are excited to

share what we have found with you through this series.
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Title: I Hate Heroes: Rocket Man
Genre: Indie
Developer:
VRemedy Labs
Publisher:
VRemedy Labs
Release Date: 30 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 764 MB available space

English
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So to qualify where I'm coming from, I did not back We Happy Few on Kickstarter in the first place. I found it on Steam about
a year before it was released, and it looked intriguing, but I didn't actually buy the game until somewhat recently because I
wasn't willing to pay a lot for an early release game that was getting somewhat mixed reviews and apparently changing a lot.
That being said, by the time I did play it (about a year after release), I enjoyed the game despite it's flaws. And the main game
does have some flaws, but that's something better read about in reviews for the main game.

So while I'm happy that this DLC is satisfying something for people that felt something was missing in the main game based off
their expectations, I personally felt it sucked. It honestly felt like it was mostly leading me around by my nose. It had a lot of
pointless, annoying, and unnecessary combat. There's almost no real upgrading for the character you play (Roger, in this case).
There's a limited amount of health items you come across, and you don't have the ability to create more like the main game.
Picking up the majority of the items you come across is pointless - if it's not an upgrade for your weapon or a health item,
there's little value to it. And while the puzzles are nice, the other annoyances exist a bit too much compared to the puzzles,
frankly.

The story is also a bit cheesy, and feels a bit out of place to me with the main storyline. Yes, using my imagination, I can cram it
into the main storyline, but I can't say I love that, because it just feels out of place and like it really was just jammed into place
with crude tools. Don't get me wrong - I do like exploration into Roger and James' relationship, as well as the debating about
empathy, morals, and so forth (I don't want to give away too much there), but that's about it. I honestly was left feeling like a lot
of this just had to be happening In Roger's head, because it seemed a bit too fantastical.

Anyway, I have a suspicion that this is a DLC people will either love or hate, depending on what they loved or hated about the
original game, as well as their expectations for the original game. I personally do not recommend it. I did buy the season pass
though, so I'm hoping the coming DLC will be different (and to me, better) than this one.. SHMUP+Upgrades+Coop = Great
but, without really any online community to speak I suggest you buy this game with 3 others if you plan to really enjoy it.. It's
not really much of a game. It ends pretty abrupty about a minute in. I was sick of it after 3 endings.. It's a great feeling to drive
the mech and use the weapons. As an on-rails shooter it does a great job in taking advantage of VR by making you feel the
excitement of the scale. The downside is that there's a fairly large amount of story you have to sit through each time. If you
could skip the cutscenes (e.g. by pressing a button), I would totally recommend this because the action is nicely immersive, but
as it is now, it fees like you spent a lot of your time waiting, a noticeable disrespect to the user.. Throw one more goddamn
sword at me and ill nut on your face. i'm pressing the no button until it breaks steam
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I struggled with this, Id probably give it a neutral rating if I could, and on sale Id definitely give it a go. Its simple, but solidly
built puzzle game where you throw blocks in to a central square to fill it up.

Music is servicable, there is a story to it of sorts but with hilariously awful translation, graphically its fine, and it controls well
enough.
It has a lot of levels, but they go past very rapidly. (Ive finished the game with all achievements and quite some idle time and
apparently that was still only 2.5hours.) There are a few trickier ones but it never gets satisfyingly challenging. I wouldnt say it
wasnt fun while it lasted, it just doesnt hold up for any length of time.

Really the major problem here is variety. It feels like the game has thrown damn near every configuration of blocks its possible
to put in with a grid of this size, but they are all much the same thing. The blocks come in only 3 varieties that are all introduced
fairly early on, and pink blocks rarely show up and are a little frustrating when they are used. I worked those levels out fast
enough but it felt more like I was more guessing than using any skill. Meanwhile the level grid only really varies once with a
small increase in size that makes levels less trivial to pass. (Ignoring the earlier increase of size from 2x2 to 3x3 because 2x2 is
only really useful for a tutorial.)

It needs more mechanics, perhaps more different blocks, maybe some blocks on the grid that do things as you drop on to them,
something to keep your interest.

Perhaps my expectations are rather high, but I have a lot of small games in this price range and I think there needs to be more
here to be worth passing many of them over to get this.

(Also, and an annoyingly common theme with a lot of games these days. It appears to lack some basic menu functions like
windowed mode.). Mu Complex is a hacking game with rich atmosphere and mindboggling puzzles that require you to think
very litteraly outside of the box. This game might even take you along for an even more exciting ARG experience if you wish to
uncover every single secret. And believe me, there are quite a few of them.

I played this game way back when Mu Complex Episode 1 launched at Kongregate, and I thoroughly enjoyed every aspect of it.
Of course I delved straight into Episode 2 when it launched as well. If you pay attention to everything in the game you come
across a lot of referances, I'll post some of them under a spoiler tag for those interested.  Of course we have the obvious ones
like Portal, but you'll also find referances to different parts of history, tools for making and breaking codes (ranging from
ASCII to Braille to Navy Flags), and even The Bible  So I believe there is something for most people to enjoy here. You might
even learn something new, I sure did.

What's even more exciting is that the Steam version of Mu Complex includes a few new features, so I encourage every fan and
those interested in the game to try to collect all the achievements. You'll find that there is more happening between the lines and
out of plain sight than you first thought.

Final thoughts: I'm really glad I played through it all and discovered everything. It gives me reason to hope even more for a Mu
Complex Episode 3 someday.

Rating: 10/10 A true gem amongst games.. Nice take on a classic series. A decent but short casual game. Probably better played
with a touch screen than with a mouse.. You play as infamous prankster Sam Pepper at a summer camp with 3 women. This is
not only to support the developers, but also you get cool hats. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YEAH! SONIC!. For a point and
click adventure I was surprised to see how much the game actually changed depending on my actions, which honestly is a flaw
most in this genre have. I've played through twice and watched other people doing "let's plays" and have seen distinctly different
games.

+Atmosphere
+Story
+Branching events
+Replayable
-Getting lost
-Lack of direction in later chapters
-Navigation is annoying
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Overall for a dark point and click, I highy recommend

. Just like the mobile version it crashes, I wish this game was ACTUALLY free and there is no challenge of getting all the mana
and unlocking stuff huge waste of $5
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